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Abstract 
A random optimization problem 
P, min f,(.x,w), w E Q, xer<r(w) 
is approximated by a sequence of random surrogate problems (Pn)nev with 
P, min f,(x,O), W E Q xtr.,(w) 
([Q, Z, P] a given probability space). 
We investigate the convergence almost surely and in probability of the optimal values and the solution sets. The results 
can be regarded as random versions of well-known stability statements of parametric programming. Semicontinuous 
convergence (almost surely, in probability) of sequences of random functions is a crucial assumption in this framework 
and will be investigated in more detail. 
Keywords: Stochastic programming; Stability; Convergence almost surely; Convergence in probability 
1. Introduction 
Often mathematical programming problems are not completely known. Mostly certain quantit- 
ies have to be approximated by estimates and the decision maker solves a surrogate problem 
instead of the true one. He hopes that good estimates will provide optimal values and solution sets 
which are “close” to the true optimal value and the true solution set, respectively. 
But not in every case this hope is justified, thus there is the need for statements on ~ at least ~ the 
convergence of the optimal values and the solution sets of the approximate problems to the true 
quantities. 
There are several approaches to derive such results. Especially stability theory of (deterministic) 
parametric programming (cf. [l, 17]), proved as a tool which may be successfully employed in the 
stochastic programming case too, for instance regarding the probability measures as parameters 
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[6,11,18,21-23,331. Particularly for the stability analysis of solution procedures, where the true 
probability measure is approximated by simpler (deterministic) ones, this approach is very useful. 
However, the random nature of the surrogate problems under consideration raises the question 
for approaches which are directly adapted to the randomness, taking into account stochastic 
convergence notions. Thus [7,13,15] deal with convergence almost surely, [14,29,31] investigate 
convergence in probability, while [26,32] consider convergence in distribution. Reference [20] 
investigates convergence of measurable selections almost surely, in probability and in mean and 
applies the results to stochastic programming. 
In general, convergence in a random sense being weaker than convergence in the deterministic 
sense, it can be proved for a wider class of problems. 
The present paper will provide a unifying framework for stability considerations in terms of 
convergence almost surely and convergence in probability. Convergence in distribution requires 
special preliminaries and will be dealt with elsewhere. We assume that the objective function and 
the constraints are approximated simultaneously and we try to present the results in a form that 
allows the direct application of limit theorems in probability theory and asymptotic results in 
statistics. 
Since the derivation of many estimators is based on the minimization (with or without con- 
straints) of a certain function, the present approach may also be used to prove consistency 
statements for estimators (cf. [7, lo]). Consistency in turn is often among the assumptions in 
theorems on the asymptotic distribution of solutions to stochastic programming problems [28]. 
Concerning the convergence notions for random sets and random functions we essentially rely 
on the papers by Salinetti and Wets [25,26]. However, in general we do not assume that the 
multifunctions and epigraphs of functions under consideration are closed-valued, because we are 
aiming at results which are stochastic analogues of well-known stability theorems of parametric 
programming. For the same reason we introduce semi-(continuous) convergence concepts for 
random sets, random functions and random variables. Salinetti and Wets dealt with random 
original problems. We shall prove the stability statements in the general framework of [26], but we 
shall also point out that in the special case of a deterministic original problem there are simpler 
sufficient conditions for the semicontinuous convergence of random functions. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce and discuss the semiconvergence 
notions for random sets and random functions. Section 3 contains the main results on the 
approximation of the constraint set, Section 4 deals with the convergence of the optimal values and 
the solution sets. In Section 5 we investigate a deterministic original problem. 
Let [Q, C, P] be a given complete probability space and consider the following original problem: 
We assume that PO is approximated by a sequence of surrogate problems 
P, min fn(x,w), UEQ, n~iV. 
XEm(W) 
r,, n E NV(O), are multifunctions which map into the power set of Lwp. We shall not suppose that 
the r, are closed-valued, but it is assumed throughout the paper that the graph of the r, is an 
element of the a-field C @ CP, which is generated by C and the Bore1 o-field Cp of [wp. This condition 
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implies that 
r,-‘(B) = {W E Q: T,(o)nB # S> E C for all B E Cp 
(cf. [9]), i.e., r, . 1s a measurable multifunction. 
The functionsf, take values in (-w +co], they are supposed to be (Zp @ Z,til)-measurable, 
where Z’ denotes the o-field of Bore1 sets of the extended reals n ’ = [w’ u { - m}u{ + co}. The 
constraint set being often specified by inequality constraints, we shall assume that the multifunc- 
tions r,, y1 E F+Ju{O), are given in the form 
T,(o) = QnWnk4, 
where Q,,l!Z --f 2’” is a multifunction with measurable graph and 
&0):= (x E RP: gjn(x,co) < 0,j E J}. 
The functions yi, IZ E P+J u{O},j E J, have to be (Cp 0 C, Cl)-measurable, J is a countable index set. 
Under the given conditions we have Graph r, E C 0 Cp. By Qfl we denote the optimal value and 
by !Pn the solution set (n E Nu{O}): 
inf .fn(x, w) 
: I 
if K((a) f 8, 
@n(O):= x;$’ 
otherwise, 
Y,,(w):= (x E r]Jo): fn(x, w) = @&0)}, 
Especially, if Q,(w) = + w we obtain either T,(W) 
vx E m(o), hence Yn(o) = T,(w). 
@, is measurable according to [3, Lemma 111.39). 
n E N, defined by 
f&(X, wj:= 
fn(x,co) - @JO) if G,(w) < ao, 
--c;c if @,(a) = a, 
= 0, hence Ye = 8, or fn(x,w) = + xj 
Consequently functions f&J Rp x Q + R I, 
are (Cp 0 Z, Cl)-measurable. Because of Y,(wj = r,(w)n{x E lRp:fO,J~ti) d 0}, we obtain 
Graph Y,, = GraphT’n{(x,o):f&(x,w) < 0}, 
i.e., the desired measurability assumptions are fulfilled. Note that we have to require stronger 
measurability conditions than in [25], because we do not assume that the multifunctions under 
consideration are closed-valued. 
The consideration of random original problems offers the possibility to investigate the optimiza- 
tion of random processes, however, as already mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we are 
especially interested in deterministic original problems P,,, where fO(x, o) =fO, D(x) and 
T,(w) = r,,, v’o E 0. Various problems may be described in this form, see the following examples. 
Iff&, depends on an unknown parameter A0 E Rm,f&(x) =7(x, A,), then, replacing A0 by an 
estimate A,,) [s2, .Z, P] + [R”, Z” J, we obtain surrogate objective functions f;l(x, w):=y(x, A,(w)) 
with the desired measurability property, provided that j‘is (CP 0 Z”‘, Cl)-measurable. In the same 
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way one gets random surrogate functions for the functions gjo,D, describing the inequality con- 
straints. 
An important application of our results will be the investigation of stochastic programming 
problems. Suppose that a decision maker has to choose a decision x, but he knows that the reward 
he will obtain depends on the realization of a random variable Z which he will observe in the 
future. Additionally, there are several restrictions that have to be taken into account, which may 
depend on Z, too. If there is the possibility to compensate the violation of the restrictions by 
a second action (which will cause additional costs), the problem can be formulated as a so-called 
recourse or two-stage problem. Then, in general, one tries to optimize the expected total reward. 
Such a model fits into our framework with 
.h+) :=&I (xl + EH(x, Z), 
where E denotes the expectation. H(x, z) is the (minimal) cost for the compensation, it depends on 
the chosen decision x and the observed realization of Z. If compensation is impossible, i.e., the 
constraint set r,, 2(x, z) = 8, we put H(x, z) = co. There may be restrictions on x that do not depend 
on Z, they describe the constraint set r,,,. Two-stage problems have been investigated in detail, 
concerning their stability properties, see [ 12,15,18,22]. 
Sometimes it is difficult or even impossible to set costs for the violation of the restrictions, for 
instance, if the violation of the restrictions could cause a catastrophe. But often one does not find 
any decision which satisfies the restrictions for all possible realizations of Z, hence one usually 
imposes the condition that the probability for the violation of important restrictions does not 
exceed a given small probability level. The expected reward is commonly used as objective function. 
We shall write the objective function and the constraint set of these so-called chance-constrained 
(or probabilistic-constrained) problems in the following form: 
.&D(X) := Eq(X, Z), 
r o,~={XEIWP:P{o:y~(X,Z(o))~O,l=l ,..., qj}>qj,jEJ}. 
The functions q: Rp x 58” + R’ and yi:Rp x R” + R1 are supposed to be measurable with respect 
to the second variable, and we assume that Eq(x, Z) exists for all x E r,,,. We allow for two kinds 
of indices at y in order to cover joint and individual probabilistic constraints. The values qj E (0,l) 
are given probability levels. 
r,,, may be written in the following form: 
r o,D = {X E W: qj - Ex~~(,,(Z) G 0, j E J>, 
where 
W(x) = {z E R”: J&x, z) d 0, 1 = 1, . . . ) qj}, 
and for A E C”, 
X*(Z) = 
1 if zEA, 
0 otherwise. 
Stability of chance-constrained problems was considered in [13,21,23,24,31-331 
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It is evident that the two-stage problems and the chance-constrained problems heavily depend 
on the distribution of Z. On the other hand, only in a few cases this distribution is completely 
known. Therefore stability with respect to the distribution of the underlying random variable plays 
a crucial role in stochastic programming. 
If the distribution of Z is known up to a certain parameter, say &,, which has to be estimated, one 
is in the framework described above. 
Further, estimating the distribution function of Z by the empirical distribution function, we 
obtain for fO,D(x) = Eq(x, Z) the surrogate function 
fn(x, O) = f ,$ cP(x, zi(w)), 
1-l 
and for gi, D(.x) := qj - EX M,CX)(Z) the surrogate function 
g’,(x,(ti) = qj - i ,C ~MJ(~) (Zi(cO)), Zi i.i.d. 
I-1 
For two-stage problems one can proceed in a similar way. 
If Z has a density function n 0, one may employ density estimators, for instance kernel estimators. 
Then the objective function 
fO,Dtx) = j dx, zh(z) dz 
R ‘n 
leads to 
fnk 0) = jR,,, q(x  z)n,(z, w)dz, 
where 
z 
(hn)nm is a sequence of positive numbers tending to zero, and the kernel k is supposed to be 
a nonnegative Bore1 function with iR”, k(z) dz = 1. 
2. Convergence almost surely and in probability 
Let {G,,Y~E NV(O)} b e a family of multifunctions G,:Q + 2”’ with measurable graphs. 
Definition 2.1. The sequence (G,),,N is said to be 
(i) upper semiconvergent almost surely to GO G, w GO if 
> 
lim sup G,(o) c G,(o) P-a.e., 
n-cc 
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(ii) lower semiconvergent almost surely to G,, G,%GO if 
> 
liminfG,(w) 3 G,(w) P-a.e. 
n+cC 
The “lim inf,, no” and “lim sup,, cc, ” in this definition and throughout the paper is understood in 
the Kuratowski and Mosco-sense: 
limsupS,:= x E R p: I(x,,,)~~~ with lim x,, = x and x,, E S,, Vk E N , 
n-a, k-+x 
liminfS,:= x E Rp: 3(~,),,~ with lim x, = x and x, E S, V’n B ylo 
n-m n+co 
(CLL. denotes a sequence of subsets of Rp). 
Note that a sequence (Gn)ntN is convergent almost surely to Go (G,%G,) according to the 
definition used in [25] if and only if 
u-a.s. 
Gn - Go 
Salinetti and Wets [25] introduced convergence in probability for sequences of closed-valued 
essentially relied on the following equivalence for families measurable multifunctions. They 
{S,,n E N u(O)} of closed sets: 
C 
limsupS, c So CJ Ve>O: 
II-CC > ! 
(liminfS, 3 S,j 0 (Vs > 0: 
lim (S,\U,So) = d, , 
n + cc 
> 
lim (So\ U,S,) = 01. 
We shall also use the designation upper and lower semiconvergence for sequences (SJncN of subsets 
of Rp and So c Rp. 
\ n-+cc /\ n+m / 
(U,S denotes an e-neighbourhood of S c Rp: 
u,s:= {x E RP: mfd(X’y) < E}, 
where d is the Euclidean distance in Rp.) 
Unfortunately, if So is not closed, the implication 
i 
VE > 0: lim (S,\ U,SO) = Q, * lim sup S, = SO 
n+m > ( n+‘x > 
does not remain true, as the example 
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shows. Therefore, allowing for multifunctions that are not closed-valued, we shall not obtain 
relations between (semi)convergence almost surely and in probability that are quite analogous to 
those known for random variables. True analogy holds for closed-valued measurable multifunc- 
tions only. 
Let Cp denote the family of compact subsets of Rp. 
Definition 2.2. The sequence (GJnEN is said to be 
(i) upper semiconvergent in probability to GO G, u-Prob, Go if 
> 
‘v”g > 0 VK E Cp: lim P{o: [G,,(O)\U,G,,(w)]nK # @} = 0, 
n+oz 
(ii) lower semiconvergent in probability to GO G, l-Prob, Go if 
> 
VE > 0 VK E Cp: lim P(w: [G,(U)\ U,G,(w)]nK # @} = 0. 
n+m 
The sequence (G,),,N is convergent in probability to Go 
! 
G, 
prob 
)GO 
> 
according to the 
definition in [25] if and only if 
G 
n 
u-prob G 
’ o 
The convergence in probability may be supplemented by a convergence rate, see [30,31]. 
Salinetti and Wets [25] proved that convergence almost surely of closed-valued measurable 
multifunctions implies convergence in probability. A corresponding statement is valid for semicon- 
vergence: 
1-prob G 
’ J 
and 
G, 
u-prob 
This statement can be proved by making use of the relations 
lim sup G,(o) c G,(w) 
n-+m 
VE > 0: .‘\& (G,(o)\ u,Go(o)) = 0 
> 
, 
lim inf G,(o) 3 G,(o) 
n+cc 
VE > 0: Ji~m (G,(w)\ U,G,(o)) = 8 
> 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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and 
( lim G,(o) = 8 1 0 (VJK E Cp, 3n0(o), Vn 3 no(a): G,(co)nK = 8), n-r (2.3) 
with 
G”,(4 = G,(w)\ &G,(o) or &(4 = G0(4\U,G,(4. 
If Go(a) is closed, one has an equivalence in condition (2.1), too. 
The semiconvergence of (Sn)ncN can be regarded as semicontinuity of a multifunction S with 
S(n):= S,, s^( E):= So at cc. We prefer the notation semiconvergence instead of semicontinuity, 
because in our framework sequences seem to be the more natural way of description. 
Lower semiconvergence of (SJncN is essentially the same as lower semicontinuity of the 
multifunction s^ in the sense of Berge. Upper semicontinuity of (Sn)nEN corresponds to closedness of 
S if the “limit multifunction” Go is closed-valued. For details see [30]. 
The following proposition will be used in the proofs to the main results of this paper. 
Proposition 2.3. 
(i) G, u-probt Go 
> 
a (V’K E Cp 3(~,),,~ with a,lO: 
lim P{o: (G,(o)\U,,,Go(o))nK # 8) = 0). 
“--rZ 
(ii) 
G 
n 
= (V’K E Cp 3(cQnGN with rx,/O: 
lim P{o: (G,(o)\U,,,G,(o))nK f @} = 0). 
n+no 
Proof. (i) Let K E Cp be fixed and consider the sequence (E,),,~ with F, = l/(n + 1). To ai there is 
an ni such that 
P{o: (G,(u)\U,sGo(o))nK #S} < &i Vn 3 Iii. 
NOW consider the sequence (fii),,N with cl := 0 and fii+ 1 > max {pi + 1, ni+ 1 > Vi > 1 and set 
a,,:= ai V’n with fii < n < &+ 1, i = 1,2, . . . . The sequence (c(,,),,~~ constructed in this way has the 
desired properties. 
To prove (ii) one can proceed in the same way. 0 
Semicontinuity of single-valued deterministic multifunctions reduces to continuity of the asso- 
ciated function. This property remains true for the random convergence in a corresponding form. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let G,(w) = {x,(o)}, x,(w) E Rp VW E !2, n E N. Then 
(ii) (G, 1-prob + Go) e (x, prob+ xo) z+ ( G, M-prob,Go), 
where x, % x0 and x, 
prob 
+ x0 denote the convergence of (x,),,,~ to x0 almost surely and in 
probability, respectively. 
(iii) If there exists a set K. E Cp with P{to:x,(o) E K,} = 1 Vn 3 no, then G, w Go implies 
x,-x0. 
(iv) If there exists a set K. E Cp with lim,,, P{o: x,(o) E K,} = 1, then G, 
u-prob 
+ Go im- 
> 
plies x, prob, x . 0 
Proof. The proof in the “almost surely” case is straightforward and will be omitted. 
Because of 
{co: [({xo(u>}\uf{X~(~)})~({X~(~)}\U,~~O(~”))~)ln~ f @> 
= {co: d(xo(w),x,(u)) 3 E) 
for arbitrary E > 0 and K E Cp, we obtain 
G 
n 
prob, G 
0 
. 
Now, suppose that (x,),,~ is not convergent in probability to x0. Then there exist E > 0, cx > 0 and 
an infinite set fl c N such that P{o: d(x,(a),x,(o)) 3 E} > c( Vl E fl. 
We consider the sequence (SZ,JktN with Qk = (u: d(xo(w),O) < k). Obviously there is a k. such 
that P(s2,) 3 1 - i c( Vk 2 ko, hence 
P{o E sZk,: d(x,(o),x,(w)) 3 E} 3 4 a Vl E fi. 
Since 
P{O E ~2: [{xo(u)\U,{xl(u))ln{x E Rp: 4x,0) G ko > # 01 
3 P{o E Q,c,,: d(x,(o),x,(o)) 3 E) a 4 cc, 
(G&N cannot be lower semiconvergent in probability to Go. 
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Let lim n+au P{w: x,(o) E K,} = 1 for some K, E Cp be satisfied. Then the inclusion 
{a: 4x0(o), %I(~)) 3 8) 
= (0: &~K+J{~: C{xn(~)}\UE{x~(~)}InK~ f 0) 
yields 
G 
u-prob 
0 
Finally it should be emphasized that semiconvergence (almost surely or in probability) of 
a sequence (G,),, N to a closed-valued multifunction Go is equivalent to the corresponding 
semiconvergence of the sequence (cl GJnsN, where cl denotes the closure. 
In the following we consider the convergence of random functions. 
Salinetti and Wets [25,26] introduced epi-convergence almost surely or in probability of 
a sequence (fnk as convergence almost surely or in probability of the epigraph-multifunctions. 
Since we are especially interested in the simultaneous approximation of the objective function and 
the constraint set, epi-convergence (or epi-continuity) of the objective functions is not enough as 
pointed out in [ 171 for deterministic problems. What we need is an analogue to the semicontinuity 
of a function with respect to the variable and the parameter. We shall call this property “semicon- 
tinuous convergence” (almost surely, in probability) because of its relation to the continuous 
convergence of a sequence of (deterministic) functions, concerning the relationship between 
continuous convergence, uniform convergence and epi-convergence we refer to [ 111. In order to 
point out the connection to the semicontinuity, as investigated and employed in [12,17] we shall 
introduce the semicontinuous convergence in terms of epi-limes superior and epi-limes inferior. 
Let {h,, II e N u(0) } be a family of deterministic functions h,: Rp + n1 and abbreviate 
EL,h,(xo) := sup lim inf inf h,(x) 
Vf?N{xo) I+lx XEV 
(epi-limes inferior at x0) and 
EL*h,(xo) := sup lim sup &i h,(x) 
VEN(XO} n-m 
(epi-limes superior at x0). N(x,) denotes the system of neighbourhoods of x0. 
In order to compare the semicontinuous convergence with the epi-convergence, we shall also 
define an epi-upper semiconvergence. 
Let {f,,n~ NW(O)} b e a family of (CJ’ 0 C, Cl)-measurable functions and X a closed subset 
of R”. 
Lemma 2.5. The events 
ii?;:= {o: Vxo EX: EL.+..,(*,o) (x,,) 3 fo(x,,o)} 
and 
Qn,:= {CO: Vxo E X: EL*f,(.,o) (x0) < fo(x,,o)} 
belong to C for all n E N. 
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Proof. Because of our assumptions the multifunctions o -+ cl Epif,( *, w), where “Epi” denotes the 
epigraphical multifunction, are measurable (cf. [9, Theorems 3.3 and 3.41). Furthermore, we make 
use of the equations 
EpiEL,f,(.,w) = limsupEpif,(.,w) 
n+m 
and 
Epi EL*%( . , o) = lim inf Epif,( . , co), 
n-ta: 
which were firstly proved by Mosco (cf. [4]). 
Obviously, 
lim sup Epif, ( . , co) = lim sup cl Epif, ( . , o) 
n+m n+m 
and 
lim inf Epif,( . , o) = lim inf cl Epif,( . , co), 
n+* n+n, 
and the measurability of the (closed-valued) multifunctions w -+ Epi EL&,(. , co) and 
o -EpiEL*f,(., o) follows by the characterization of the Kuratowski-Mosco limits in terms of 
unions and intersections in [25] and [9, Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 4.21. 
Employing [9, Theorems 3.3 and 4.61, we obtain the measurability of the graphs of the functions 
co-+EL*f,(.,o) and w+EL*f,(.,w). 
The functionfO having a measurable graph, we can show the measurability of the multifunctions 
0 + CEL*f,(.,o) -.h(.,w)lnCX x ‘JJI 
and 
QJ + CEL*f,(.,o) -fo(.,w)lnCX x RI, 
and finally the desired statement. 0 
Definition 2.6. The sequence (JJneN is said to be 
(i) lower semicontinuously convergent almost surely to fO on X fn ( +fO) if 
P{w: ‘dx,,~X: EL.&(. ,o) (%I) H&O~~)> = 1, 
(ii) upper semicontinuously convergent almost surely to fO on X fn ( F_fO) if 
l-a s 
-Lx,- -fo, 
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(iii) continuously convergent almost surely tofo on X ( yfO) if fn 
(L+fo)* ( -fnJy -fo), 
(iv) epi-upper semiconvergent almost surely tofo on X fn epl-Fa’s’~ 0 if 
( . /> 
P{o:Vxe E X: EL*f,(.,o) (x0) <fO(xO,o)} = 1. 
Observe that 
{w: vxo E X: E&.f,(d ho) 2fo(xo,4} 
= {w: V% E X V(X,),,~ with x, +x0: linm_kff.(x,,Lr)) ~fo(xo,co)} 
and 
{w: Vxo E X: EL*f,(.,o) (xo) <.60(x0,4} 
= {w: Vxc, E X 3 (x,),,~ with x, + x0: lirnn~pf,(x.,w) G~o(xo,o)}. 
We do not introduce an epi-lower semiconvergence, because it would be the same as lower 
semicontinuous convergence, see [17] or [12] for the deterministic case. Epi-convergence almost 
surely as dealt with by Salinetti and Wets [25,26] is then defined by 
(h epi;;s; Jb) 0 (fn !2$+fo) * (f- ePi;;a.Yfo). 
An equivalent characterization of the epi-convergence almost surely is given by the convergence 
almost surely of the epigraphical multifunctions. 
Furthermore, we have the following relations, which will be useful for the derivation of an 
appropriate description of semiconvergence in probability. 
Lemma 2.7. Let X c IRP be a closed set and {h,, n E N u(O)} a family of deterministic functions 
h,:RP + II%‘. Then 
(i) ( Vxo E X: EL,h,(xO) 2 ho(xo)) 
~(V(CC,),,~ with CC, J 0: 
lim_szp(Epih,n[URV,X x R]) c (Epihon[X x RI)). 
(ii) ( Vxo E X: EL* h,(x,) < ho(xo)) 
e ( lim inf Epi h, 3 (Epi ho n [X x RI)). 
“+CC 
Proof. (i) Let the left-hand side of (i) be fulfilled and consider an arbitrary sequence (cI,,),,~~ with 
CC, J 0. Suppose that there is an (x0, yO) E lim SUP,,+,~ (Epi h, n [ U,,,X x R] ). Then we find a 
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sequence (x,, Y~LV cN with (x,, yn) -+ (x0, yO) and y, 3 h,(x,) V’n E fi. Because of EL,h,(x,,) 3 
ho(xo) we have 
yo = pl yn 3 ho(x0). 
l2E.N 
x0 belonging to X, we obtain (x0, yo) E Epi hon[X x R]. 
Now suppose that there are an x0 E X and a sequence (x,),,~ with x, -+x0 and 
lim inf,, 31 h,(x,) < ho(xo) + K for a K > 0. To (x,),,~ there is a sequence (x,),,~, CI, J, 0, such that 
x, E U,,,X. Hence we find (x0, yo) E lim sup n+ 5 (Epi h, n[ L&,X x R]) with y. < ho(xo) + K. Conse- 
quently (xo,yo)$Epi hon[X x R]. 
(ii) Let the left-hand side of (ii) be satisfied. Suppose that there is an (x0, yo) E Epi ho n[X x R]. 
To x0 there is a sequence (x,),,~ with x, +x0 and limsup,,, h,(x,) < ho(xo). To each x,, 
n E N, we find a y,, such that (x,, y,,) --f (x0, yo) and yn 3 h,(x,) Vn 3 no. This implies 
(xo,yo) E liminf,,, Epih,. 
Now suppose that there is a an x0 E X with EL*h,(xo) > ho(xo). Hence we find a neighbour- 
hood V E N{x,} such that lim SUP,,+~ infxEV h,(x) > ho(xo). Consequently there is a K > 0 with 
h,(x) > ho(xo) + K for all x E V and infinitely many n. Thus to (x0, ho(xo)) we cannot find 
a sequence (xn,ynLN with (x,,, YJ + x0, ho(xo)) and y,, 3 h,(x,) Vn > no. That means lim inf,,, x ( 
Epih,+(Epihon[X x R]). 0 
Making use of the relations (2.1)-(2.3) one also obtains 
=> (YE > 0 V’K E Cpf’ V(Z,,)_~ with r,JO 3no Vn 3 no: 
[(Epih,n[U,,X x R])\U, (Epihon[X x Rl)lnK = 8), 
(ii) (h. “$‘, ho) 
o(V~>OVK~CP+‘3noVn2no: 
[(Epih,n[XxR])\U,(Epih,)]nK =@. 
In (i) one has an equivalence if Epi ho is closed. 
Semicontinuous convergence and epi-upper semiconvergence in probability can now be intro- 
duced in the following way. 
Let X be a closed subset of Rp. 
Definition 2.8. The sequence (fn)neN is said to be 
(i) lower semicontinuously convergent in probability to f. on X f (n l-p~bbfo) if 
‘d’e > 0 VK E Cp+’ V(a,),,. with a,JO: 
,llm P {w: C(Epi fn(. , +W-L,J x W\U,(Wfd~ ,w)n[X x R])lnK f S} = 0, 
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(ii) upper semicontinuously convergent in probability to f. on X fn ( ‘-ybb fo) if 
I-prob 
-fn x + -fo, 
(iii) continuously convergent in probability to f. on X fn ( “y” kfo) if 
(h l-ybk fo) A (fn u-y! fo), 
(iv) epi-upper semiconvergent in probability to f. on X 
( 
fn 
epi-u-prob 
X 
Vc>O VKEC~+~: 
lim P{o: [(Epi fo( *, w)n[X x Rl)\U,Epif,(*,o)]nK # @} = 0. 
n+m 
Epi-convergence in probability is defined by 
epi-prob 
Rp 
Because of the (Zp 0 C, El)-measurability of fn, n E N u (O}, all occurring events are measurable. 
Concerning the relation between convergence almost surely and in probability we have the 
expected behaviour. 
Lemma 2.9. 
(i) fn 9 f. implies fn 
1-prob 
x ‘f 
0. 
epi-u-a.s. 
(ii) fn x b f. implies fn epi-ybb fo, 
In order to prove this lemma we cannot directly rely on the corresponding assertions for 
multifunctions, because we did not restrict the “convergence region” for multifunctions. 
ProofofLemma2.9. (i) Let(cc,),,, witha,JO,s>O,andKECpf’ befixed.f.(*,m)-$fo(*,m) 
entails by Lemma 2.7 
[(Epif,(.,o)n[U,~X~[W])\U,(Epif~(.,~)n[Xx[W])]nK =8 Vn2ndm), 
which implies fn 
I-prob 
x ‘f 
0 
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(ii) can be proved following a similar way. 0 
Finally we introduce semiconvergence for random variables. Let {c,, n E N u(0) > be a family of 
random variables 
~:[sz,C,P] -+[R’,C’]. 
Definition 2.10. The sequence ([n)nEN is said to be 
(i) lower semiconvergent almost surely to f!& 
P{o: lirn&f[.(w) 2 iO(co)} = 1, 
(ii) upper semiconvergent almost surely to CO (c”SIO) if 
_;$A+ _ co, 
(iii) lower semiconvergent in probability to [ O ([.l-pro![O) if 
V’E > 0: lim P 
n-tee 
w: [“(co) < min C&(W) - 8,; { l)}=o, 
(iv) upper semiconvergent in probability to CO 
-in I-prob ’ -co- 
3. Approximation of the constraint set 
For deterministic original problems sufficient conditions on the semiconvergence in probability 
(with a given convergence rate) for the constraint sets are given in [31]. Here we shall show that 
corresponding results hold true in the more general setting of this paper. 
Let X,:= cl u QO(w). 
WER 
Theorem 3.1. Let the following conditions be satisjied: 
WI 
l-as d--If,&, .iE J, 
XQ 
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(V2) Qn u-a.s: Q,,. 
Then r,, 3 To. 
The proof can be given as in the deterministic case (cf. [ 1, Theorem 3.1.11). Observe that upper 
semiconvergence in our sense corresponds to closedness of the corresponding multifunction. 
Theorem 3.2. Let the following conditions can be satisfied: 
(Vl) The functions gi( *,co), j E J , are 1s.~. on X,for all w E fi and gh ‘-:I! gj,, ‘dj E J, 
(V2) Q. is closed-valued and Q,, 
u-prob 
+Qo. 
Then r, 
u-prob r 
’ 0. 
The proof makes use of the following auxiliary statements, which were already used in [31] (in 
a slightly different form). 
Lemma 3.3. Let Ai, i = 1, . . . , io, be closed sets. Then 
Y&>O IfKcCP 36>0 ‘~xEK\U, 3iE{l,...,iO}: xEK\UaAi. 
For functions hj: Rp + If? we define 
rh:= {x E Rp: h’(x) < 0 ‘Jj E J}. 
Lemma 3.4. Let the functions hj, j E J, be 1.s.c. on a closed set X. Then 
YK6CP If’6>0 3v>O vx~(K\U~r~)nX 3jEJ: hj(x)>v. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume that ( r,) nE N is not upper semiconvergent in probability to r,. Hence 
there are an e > 0, a K E Cp, an LX > 0, and an infinite set fl c N with the property that for 
Q2k:= (0.X (G(u)\u&G(CO))nK #S>, 
the inequalities P(Q2,) > a Ifk E iif are satisfied. 
According to Lemma 3.3 to E, K and w E s2 there is a 6(w) > 0 such that for x E K\ U,TO(co) 
either x E K \ Usco, T”(w) or XEK\U sc,,Qo(o) holds. Let Al:= {w E a: 6(w) > l/l}. Then 
Al = &+I and UM AL = 9. Hence there is an l1 such that P(A,) 2 1 - $ct Yl 2 ll. Let 6:= l/11. 
Because of Lemma 3.4 to 6 there exists a v(o) > 0 with g&(x,w) > v(u) for all 
x E (K\U6r,(u))nXQ and at least one je J. We define J[:= {l,...,l), 1 E N, and Jo(x,u) 
:= {j E J: gjo(x,o) > v(u)}. Ob viously Jo(x, co) # 8 Yx E (K \ U,fo(u))nX,. To each u E D and 
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x0 E (K\ U8f0(o))nXQ we assign a j(x,,,c~)) E JO(xO,co). Since the functions g$( ., CL)) are 1.s.c. on 
X,, we find an open neighbourhood U”{xO} such that 
gj,‘““.“‘(x, co) > 4 v(w) Vxo E x, vx E UO{xg}. 
The family { Uw{x,,), x0 E (K\ UsfO(co))nXQ} being an open cover of (K\ Ubro(co))nXp, we can 
select a finite cover { U w(xo I } , . . . , Uw{xoL}}. Hence to each o E 52 there are a finite set Jl,,(o) and 
a neighbourhood U”X, with 
such that ‘dx E (K\ U,fO(m))nU”XQ 3j E Jl,(w): g&(x,0) > 4 v(o). We introduce BI:= {w E Al,: 
J1,,(o) c .J1} and have B1 c BI+r and uLEN B1 = Al,. Hence there is an Z2 with P(B,) 3 1 - 4 c( 
If1 3 1,. Furthermore, let C,:= {o E B[,: v(o) > l/1). Consequently we find an l3 with 
P(C,) > 1 - 2 CI If1 3 13. 
Since gi( -, co) is uniformly 1.s.c. on KnXQ for fixed o and fixed j, to each cc) E CL, we find 
a p(u) > 0 with 
gi(x,co) 3 gi(xO,o) - -& VxO E KnXQ Vx E Upcw,{xo} Vj E J[,. 
3 
Hence, for DI:= {UJ E Cl?: p(u) 3 l/1} we can choose l4 3 max {Z3, l/6} such that P(&) 3 
1 -~aVl>l,. 
Summarizing, we see that for a E DI, the following relation holds: 
Vx, E (K\U,Fo(o))nX, 3 j E JI, Vx E U1,14{xo}: gjo(x,co) > +. (3.1) 
4 
Now we consider fik:= sZknDl,. Then P(fi,) > i a Vk E fi. For o E S?ik, k E fi, there exists an 
44 E (~;k(O)nQk(O)nK)\UE(~(O)nQo(o)). 
'1-0 (Qn)ncrm there is a sequence (c(,),,~ with LI,JO such that P{w: (Qn(co)\Ua~Qo(u))nK # @} = 0. 
Hence we further distinguish the cases 
(a) xk(4 E (Tk(dn%XQnK)\&&do) and 
(b) xk(“)$ u,kxQ. 
The case (b) implies xk(m)$! Ua,Qo(co), consequently 
~0 E {h: (Qk(~)\&,QO(~))nK f @>. 
In case (a) we obtain either &(c()) E (Qk(0)\ U,Qo(a))nK and hence xk(m)$ U,,Q,,(o) for k 3 k,, or 
The second case entails (xk(a),O) E Epig{ ( .,&I) kfj E J, but because of (3.1) (xk(m),O)$ 
U 1,2l4 Epi gj,(. , w) for at least one j E J1,. 
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Thus,fork>kO,kEm, 
P(a) G P{w E fi: @&4\U,,QoW)nK z !@ 
+ c P{o~a: C(Epig~(.,w)n(U,,XQx[W))\U,,,,,(Epig~(.,co)n(XQx[W))l 
_icJ12 
WxC-1, + 11)#8} 
in contradiction to the assumption. 0 
The proof shows that Theorem 3.2 remains true if the functions g j,(. , co) are 1.s.c and QO(w) is 
closed for almost all o only. 
For the following assertions on semiconvergence in probability the situation is similar. 
We turn to the lower semiconvergence. Let 
Ti(co) := {x E Rp: gjo(x,o) < 0 Vj E J}, 
xr:= cl u r,“(o), 
we0 
T,(o) := rwp\r&I), 
and 
CJ&O) := {x E K: d(x, r,(o)) 3 S} (0 E sz, s > 0, K E cq. 
Under our conditions the multifunctions I-i, rR and CZ6,K have measurable graphs. 
Theorem 3.5. Let the following assumptions be satisjied: 
(Vl) 
WV 
(V3) 
(V4) 
J is a$nite set, 
g!yg’, VjE J, 
&kQo, 
r&o) c cl(r,O(w)nQo(o)) v’o E Q. 
Then r, I-a.s., ro. 
This theorem may be derived from [l, Theorem 3.1.51. 
Theorem 3.6. Let the following assumptions be satisjied: 
(Vl) J = {I}, 
(V2) s,’ Tg;, 
r 
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(V3) Qn(u) = RP Yn E N u(O), 
(V4) To(o) c cl I-&I) v’o E s2. 
Then r, % r,. 
Proof. Let fi2, be the set of all o E Sz for which the functions gi (. , co) epi-convergence to g A(. , co) on 
Xr. Consider an CL) E fi2, and an x0 E To(w). We shall show that in each neighbourhood of x0 there is 
an x E lim inf n_5 T,(o). Since liminf,,, T,(o) is closed, this entails the conclusion. 
Let U{xo) be an arbitrary neighbourhood of x o. Because of (V4) we find an x E U ( x0} with 
gh(x,o) < 0. (V2) implies the existence of a sequence (&)nEN with 2, -+x and gi(&,W) < 
f gA(x,o) < 0 VII > y10. Hence 2, E T,(w) Vn 3 no. Thus x E iiminf,,, T,(U). 0 
Theorem 3.7. Additionally to the assumptions (Vl) and (V4) of Theorem 3.5 let the following 
conditions be satisfied: 
(V2a) Th f t’ e unc zons gj,(. , co) are u.s.c. on rg(o)for all w E Q, 
(V2b) g’, * gi Yj E J, 
(V3) Q. is closed-valued and Q,, 
1-prob 
+Qo. 
Then r, 
1-prob 
pro. 
The proof makes use of the following auxiliary results (cf. [31]). 
Lemma 3.8. Let the assumptions (Vl) and (V4) of Theorem 3.5 and the assumption (V2a) of Theorem 
3.7 be satisfied. Then one has for almost all w 
~E>O IKE cp 36 ~0 ~xET~(c~)~ ~x,EQ~(u)M:(u): 
qxd = ~~~x~~r~b4. 
Lemma 3.9. Let the assumptions (Vl) of Theorem 3.5 and (V2a) of Theorem 3.7 be satisfied. Then 
one has for almost all o 
‘/‘KEC~ If’6>0 Iv>0 YxECI~,~(CO) VjEJ: gi(x,o)< -v. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Suppose that there exist an E > 0, a K E Cp, an c( > 0, and an infinite set 
fi c N such that for 
ak I= (0: cro(0)\ u,r,(0)] d z S> 
the inequalities P&J,) > a Qk E N are satisfied. 
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j We investigate the behaviour of g,. Because of Lemma 3.8 to co, f E, and K there is a 6(o) > 0 
with the property that to each x0(o) E I’,‘,(u)nK there exists a ball U~cw,{~(w)} c U,,Z{XO(W)} 
with Ud(w) {x^(co)} c T:(o) and a(o) E Qo(o). 
Let Al:= {o E G?: 6(o) > l/l). Since AI c A,,, and UIErYIAl = Q, we find an l1 E N such that 
P(A,) 3 1 - $ c( Vl > II. The construction of AI, ensures that 
for o E Al, is valid. Lemma 3.9 guarantees the existence of a v(o) > 0 with 
gi(x,a) d - v(w) Vj E J Vx E C11,21,,K(0). 
Now we consider the sequence (Bl)l,N with l$:= {a E Al,: v(w) > l/l}. Because of BI c B,+i and 
uleN BI = AI, we find an l2 > 21i such that I’(&) > 1 - 3 a k’l 3 l2 holds. Thus for o E BI, we have 
the following assertion: 
vx,, E T’,(w)nK 32(w) E UE,2{x0} nl-;(w)nQ&0): 
sup sup g&(x,0) < - f. (3.2) 
jsJ XEUI~Z,,{*.(W)) 2 
We return to the sets Qk and abbreviate aik:= i22knBl,. Then we have P(fi,J > 3 CI ‘dk E fl. For 
o E ok, k E fi, there exists an xk(co) E To(co)nK with xk(co)~U,~k(co). w belonging to B12, to 
xk(o) we find an a,(o) E U,,,{xk(~)}n~~(o)nQo(co) with the property (3.2), hence 
(G(cJ)> O)$ U1/412 Epi ( - gjo(. ,o)) for all Zk(u) E U, ,412 {j&(o)) and all j E J. Furthermore, 
ul,4l,{&w} = xr. 
Now two cases are possible: If there is an &(o) E Ul,412 {ik(u)} which does not belong to f(o), 
there must be a j E J with gjk(&(u), m) > 0, thus (x”,Jco),O) E Epi( - gi(. , co)). Otherwise, if 
Ui,,,,{a,(~)} c fk(o), we obtain U,,,,,{x^,(co)} nQk(w) = 8. Consequently, because of 
a,(o) E Q,,(o) we have Qo(~)\U1,412 Qk(~) # 8. Summarizing, 
+ 1 P{~EQ: C(Epi(-gj,(.,o))n(X,~[W)\U~,~/~(Epi(-gjo(.,w))n(X,x[W))] 
jtJ 
n(Kx[- 1, + 11)#0}, 
which yields a contradiction. 0 
The assumption (V4) of Theorem 3.5 or Theorem 3.6 cannot be fulfilled for equality constraints. 
However, convergence results (almost surely, in probability) for equality constraints under convex- 
ity assumptions that correspond to [l,Theorem 3.2.21 can be proved in this setting too (cf. [30]). 
4. Stability 
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We shall now investigate the behaviour of the optimal values and the solution sets. Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 are a.s. variants of well-known stability theorems of parametric 
programming (cf. [ 1,173). They can be immediately derived from the corresponding deterministic 
assertions. 
We use the abbreviation 8:= cl u wtrrTo(w), and we shall confine the investigations to proper 
objective functions, i.e., functions with values in ( - q + cc& which are not identically + LO. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) @, u-a.s, QO if the assumptions 
(Vla’) 3x0 with P(w: X0 E Y,(w)} = 1 andf,sfo, and 
64 
(V2a) r, % r. 
are satisfied. 
(ii) @ l-as. ,, - Q. if the assumptions 
(Vlb) fn +fo, 
Wb) r, u-u.s, ro, and 
(V3) 3K~C”3n~~~~n~n~:P(o:T,(cu)cK}=l 
are fulfilled. 
(iii) y, u-as., y. f Qn u-a.s., Q. holds and the assumptions (Vlb) and (V2b) are satisjied. 
Theorem 4.2. Let T,(o) = Rp VW E 0, Vn E N. Then @, u-a.s: Go if the assumptions 
epi-u-a.s. 
(V) .fn [wp +fo r 
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(V’) 3X0 with P{o: X0 E YO(c9)} = 1 andf, epi-u-a*s’~fo 
61 
are fuljilled. 
Corollary 4.3. Let m(u) = Rp ‘V’CO E !2 Vn E N. Then 
Now we shall deal with convergence in probability. The following conditions will be used: 
(VPla) fo(+ , co) is U.S.C. on 8 for all o E Q and 
u-prob 
fn _ 
x ‘f 
03 
(VPlb) fo(. , co) is 1.s.c. on 8 for all co E D and 
fn 
I-prob 
_ ffo, 
(VPla’) ther:exists an X o such that for all o E 52 X0 E Iuo(w), fo( +, co) is U.S.C. at X0 and 
“Al 
u-prob 
(x0} ‘fo, 
(VP2a) r, lWprol? r,, 
(VP2b) r, u-pro! r,, 
(VP3) 3 K E cp: ,‘tiI P{o: T,(o) C K} = 1. 
Theorem 4.4. 
(9 Qn u-prob~ QO if(VPla) OY (VPla’) and (VP2a) hold. 
(ii) @,, lmprobb Go $(VPlb), (VP2b) and (VP3) are satisjed. 
(iii) Yn 
u-prob 
’ ug if% u-probt Q. and (VPlb) and (VP2b) are fuljilled. 
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Proof. (i) Suppose that there exist an E E (0, l), an 01 > 0, and an infinite set fl c N such that for 
Qk:= 
i 
wEQ: @,(o)>max 
i 
Qo(o)+~, -i 
>I 
, 
the inequalities P(s2,) > a ‘dk E A hold. 
If (VPla) is satisfied, we choose an x0(w) E f,(o) withf,(x,(o),w) < max {$,(o) + 3 E, - 2/e) 
and put 8:= J?. Otherwise we define x0(o):= X0 kf’w E Q and g:= {X0}. 
Let Kj be the closed ball with centre 0 and radius j. We introduce the sets 
Al:= (0 E sz: x0(0) E K,) 1 E Iv. 
Because of AI c AI+, and uLEN Al = 0 there is an I1 with P(A,) 2 1 - $ LX Vl 2 1, .fo ( ., w) being 
uniformly u.s.c on r?n&, for all o E 0, to w E Al, and we find a 6((u) > 0 such that 
.6(x, 0) ~fo(xo(~)~~) + % s vx0 fz &, vx E u,,,,{x&)I. 
For&:= (BEAM,: 6(o) > l/l}we have B, c B ,+ 1 and UIEN B1 = Al,, thus we can choose an 1, in 
such a way that 
P(B,) 2 1 -d CI Vl2 l2 > f. 
Finally, we define DI:= {w E BI,: ~fo(xo(o),~)~ d l} and choose l3 3 212 with P(D,) 3 1 - 3 c( 
vl Z 13. Hence, for w E DI, we have the following relations: 
.Mx, 0) ~fo(xo(~),~) + d c vxll E K, vx E &{x,(4} 
and 
Let Z:= 1/212 and I?.= &,. By definition of 12, c^ < 4 t‘. According to Proposition 2.3, to Z? and 
(r,)il,N there is a sequence (cI,),,,~ with oc,JO and P{o: [TO(o)\U,,z~,(w)] nl? # @> = 0. Obviously 
there is a k. with & < i i: b’k 2 k,. 
Now, let !C?k:= fikn&. Because of the assumption we have 
P(fii,) > + a Vk E fi. We consider 0 E dk, k E N, k 2 ko. 
If Tk(o) = 8 we have 
Otherwise we can choose an xk(o) E r,(w) such that d(xk(0), x0(o)) d infXErkc,,d(x,xO(o)) + 4 ak. 
Consequently, we obtainfk(xk(W),m) > @k(m) > max{@o(u) + c, - f/c} >fO(xO(o),a) + 3 6. 
We distinguish two cases: 
If d(Xk(~),%(~)) 2 2ak, we obtain [f,(o)\ ubkrk(o)] nlZ # 8. If d(xk(a), x0(o)) < 2&, then 
xk(m) belongs to U~{xo(~)}nU2,,r? and @(xk(~)} c uz~(xO(o)} holds. Hence, 
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Thus 
(XL(W), -fo(xk(QJ),~) - i’) 
E Epi( -fk(.,m))n(U,,,z x R)n(cl U;l? x [ - l3 - 1,13 + l]), 
but (44, -f0(xk(4, 4 - &$UE-Epi( 4X5 4). 
Summarizing, we obtain for k E fi, k 3 kO, 
P(fi,) d P{o E a: (~0(O)\U*&(W))“~ f S} 
+ P{~I E Q: (Epi( -fk(., 4)n(U,,,~ x R))\(QEpi( -fo(.,cfl))nCx x RI) 
n(c1 t&r2 x [ - Z3 - 1, l3 + 11) # S}, 
which yields a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose that there exist an E E (0, l), an c( > 0, and an infinite set fl c N such that for 
n,:={otn:(~~(~)<min{~~(ol)-t,~))A(T,(m)fO)}, 
the relations P(s2,) > c1 Vk E m hold. 
Obviously we have for w E Q k, k E fl, the inequality QO(w) > - GZ . fo(. , w) being uniformly 
1.s.c. on gncl UIK, to Ed E fi we find a 6(o) > 0 with the property 
fo(x,w) >fo(%,W) -be VxO E Xncl UIK Vx E UaCwj 1x0 1. 
Let Al:= {W E a: 6(o) > l/Z). Then there exists an 1r 2 2/e with P(A,) > 1 - ia Vl > 1r. Further- 
more, let BI:= {m E AI, : (I@o(cc))I < I) V (Qo(co) = +a)> and choose l2 such that 
P(B,) > 1 -*cc v13 12. 
For w E BI, we have 
fob, co) 3fo(xo, w) - t E Vxo E To(w)ncl UIK Vx E UIir, {x0>, 
and 
I@o(o)l d l2 or Qo(w) = +a. 
Let 2 := 1/21r. Consequently i: < * s. 
According to Proposition 2.3 to K and (rn)neN there is a sequence (cI,),,~ with cc,10 and 
P{w E Sz: (Tk(o)\ U,,TO(o))nK # @} = 0. Let k. be such that for all k 3 k. the inequalities c(k < $ i: 
and P{o E I$,: r,c(ti) c K) > 1 - 2 M are satisfied. 
Now, consider fik: = fikkB,,n (u E 52: F,(m) c K}. Because of the assumption the inequalities 
P(fik)>ba ‘dkako, kEfl 
hold. 
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Let o E 62kr k E fi, k 3 kO be fixed. Then we choose x~(w) E I”(a) with 
fk(xk(o), w) d max @k(m) + + E, min 
i i 
-~:@o((o)-c . 
ii 
Furthermore, we select X&W) E To(o) such that 
Thus 
fk(xk(o), 0) d max @k(W) + + E, min 
i i 
-$&(eJ) --F 
II 
< @,,(a) - 4 e < f&%‘&,), a) - 4 &. 
We distinguish two cases: 
If d(x&), x&m)) 3 2ak, we obtain (rk(a)\ U,,ro(o))nK # 8. 
If @k(~),XOk(~)) < 2ak then xk(m) belongs to U;{&,,(w)} n&z and @{xk(cc)) 
u2i {XOk(d}. 
Taking into account that x&w) E cl U, K, we obtain 
Now, let QO(o) <CC and 
Yk(O) := 
i 
fk(xk(u),w) lffk(xk(~),~) > - l2 - l, 
-12-l otherwise. 
Then (Xk(u),Yk(m))E Epifk(.,o)n(U2,,Wxcw)n(Cl UIKX[: - 12 - I,/2 + II), but (xk(m), Yk(W)) 
$ Q Epifo ( , co), hence 
[(Epifk(?+$U2,,g x W)\UAEpiM+)n(~x W)l 
n(cl U, K x [ - l2 - 1,i2 + 11) # 8. 
If @O(O) = Cc for W E ok, the inequality @k(a) < I/& follows. Consequentlyfk(xk(w),o) < I/& + 1 
and 
C(Epi.M.,o)n(G,~ 2 x ~))\G(Epi&(~,o)n(~ x R))ln(K x CO, l/c + 11) # 8. 
Finally, for given E > 0 we consider the sets 
ok:= CooEn: 1 ( Q,(m)<minj~,(~)--E,~j)A(Ib(m)=O)),kEN.Then 
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Because of (VP2b) and (VP3) we obtain limk+m P(fik) = 0 Vs > 0. 
(iii) We make use of the equality 
Yj(w) = r,(o)n{x E Rp: f&(x,co) < 0}, n E Nu{O}. 
In order to employ Theorem 3.1 we still have to show that 
s 1-prob @,n _ 
x ‘f 
0,o ’ 
Suppose that there exist an E > 0, a K E Cp+r, a sequence (cI,),,~ with a,JO, an a > 0, and an 
infinite subset fl c N such that for 
fik:= {COG 52: [(Epif,,,(.,o)n(U,,rSxrw))\U,(Epif,,o(.,~)n(~x~))lnK #@), 
the inequalities P(Q,) > CI Vk E fi hold. 
Obviously there is an fwith K E {x E Rp+l: d(O,x) < i‘). 
Because of the lower semicontinuity of fo(. , co) on 8 and fo(x, LO) > - m Yx E lRp v’w E Q, we 
obtain inf x~RnPrKSO(x,~) > --. C onsequently, there is a set 
with P(A,,) > 2 CL 
Furthermore, fo(. , co) being uniformly 1.s.c on 8 n Pr K, to each w E AL, there is a p(o) with 
inf x~“,,(wJBnPrKSO( > ) x co > -11.Hencewefindan12B1, andaset 
with P(B,,) > 4 X. Finally, we can choose an l3 2 max {L2, f + 1 } such that for 
C,, := {o E &,: (G,(o) = - co ) V (Qo(o) > - 1,)) the inequality P(C,,) > $ a holds. 
Now, let L?:= min{l/i3, fs, 11, WE Cl,nQk, and suppose that @,Jo) > max{ @e(o) + 4.5, 
- 2/E}. Because of o E L$ there is an xk(w) E U,,gnPrK with 
Firstly, we consider the case Qo(w) > - cc. Then, with 6:= &E - +E we obtain the inequality 
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which implies 
[(Epiji( ..t11ln(U,,8 x ~))‘~~,,L~(Epi,l‘o(..cf.,)n(A x Xj)]nK # d. 
Secondly, if Qo(~c)) = - ,r,. . we have .f.“(.x, (:I) = + M,‘. ‘V’x f Rp. Hence 
f+ (Pk(c9) < f - 2/Z 6 - I3 - 1. Consequently, 
[(Epiji( .,co)n(U,,g x R))\,,,r?;-(Epifb( .,co)n(x x R))]nK # 0. 
Summarizing. 
C,,nfik = 
i 
trl E R: Qk((0) > max Gn(to) + i, - f 
i .)i 
u (0) E (2: I( Epi,f,( . ,w)n(Uz,,f x ~))\L:;(Epij,(.,r:r)n(~x R))]nK # 81 
5. Deterministic original problem 
91 
The definition of the lower semicontinuous convergence as. and especially in probability 
appears to be rather unwieldy. However, if the original problem is deterministic, there are simpler 
sufficient conditions. 
In the following, WC suppose that JO(.u. UJ) -.fO. &) V’tu E i2. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) Let ,fO,D hr I.s.c. on X. Thrn 
(VX,EX t/E >0 3UJs ( o)EC? 
P{w: lim inf inf .M.x.(:I) G.n(%) - C) = 0) 
Proof. (i) Let Kj c RF be the closed ball with centre 0 and radius ,j, 
i R,,j:= ~wEQ: 3.~0 E XnKj with EL*fn(.,rti) (~0) <fo.D(,~o) -i , 
and 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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Obviously 52k.j c Qk, j+ 1 and UjeN Ok, j = fik as well as 122k c Q2,+ 1 and 
u Q;2k = {a E Sz: 3x0 E X with EL*fn(.,o) (x0) <fO,D(xO)} =:Qo. 
kcN 
We shall show that P(fik, j) = 0 Vj E N b’k E N holds. This entails P(Qk) = 0 and finally P(&) = 0. 
Let k E N and j E N be fixed. According to (5.1) to every x E X there is a neighbourhood Uk {x> 
such that 
fO,D being 1s.~. on X, to every x E X we find a neighbourhood o(x) withf,,.(x”) ~_&Jx) - 1/2k 
V’x” E 0’(x). 
Let U(x):= int(Uk{x}n~{x}). The family {U(x), x E X nKj} being an open cover Of X nKj> 
we can select a finite cover {U{xI}, . . . , U(xL}}. 
NOW, SUppOSe that Co E fi2,,j. Then there exists an x0(~) E XnKj with 
EL&M4 (xg(c~)) <fo,&o(m)) - l/k. 
x0(w) belongs to some U{xl}, consequently Uk{xl} is a neighbourhood of x0(~) and we have 
1izEf inf jJx,o) <fO,D(xO(o)) - t. 
XCUk/X,} 
This entails 
lirn_f inf fn(x, co) <fO,D(x,) - &. 
xeUk{x,} 
Summarizing, 
P(ak,j) < 4: P 
I=1 
w: lim inf inf fn(x,o) <fO,D(x,) - & 
II+30 XEP(X,} 
(ii) Let now (5.2) be fulfilled and consider a fixed E > 0 and K E Cp+ I. According to (5.2) to every 
x E X there is a neighbourhood U(x) E Cp with 
Weintroduce u(x):= U,,2{~}nint U(x). The family {~{x},x E PrKnX} beinganopencover 
of Pr K nX, we can select a finite cover {U {x1 }, . . . , U{xL)}. Furthermore, we choose a neighbour- 
hood UX such that 
UXnPrK c u Ut4 
lE(l,...,L) 
Now, let a sequence (c(,),,~ with a,,10 be given and consider a fixed n E N with UanX c UX and an 
o such that 
M,(o):= [(Epif,(*,o)n(U,,X x R))\U,(Epifo,Dn(UX x R))]nK # 8. 
Consequently, there is at least one pair (Z(w), y”(w)) E M,(o). 
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Hence x”(w) belongs to a 3(x1}, 1 E (1, . . . , L}, and we have 
inf fn(& 0) <fn(g(m), Q) d y”(m) <fO, D(x"(w)) - E <fO,D(xl) - 4 &. 
XEU(X,) 
Summarizing, 
P{co: M,(o) #S} d ; P <.!I: inf fn(%o) <fO,D(%) -+& 
I=1 XEU{X,) 
With (5.2) we obtainf, 
1-prob 
x ‘f 
O,D. 0 
Condition (5.1) is not necessary for the lower semicontinuous convergence as., see the following 
example. 
Example 5.2. Let p = 1,52 = [0, 11, P the Lebesgue-measure, and X = ($1. Furthermore, we define 
fo, D = 1 and for all yt EN 
Then 
f(x,w) = 1 > = 1, i.e.,i.3h,D. 
2 
On the other hand, we have for x0 = $, E = i, and all neighbourhoods 0 (4) c [0, l] 
P{w: sup inf 
VEN{+j XEV 
P{ox inf f(x,w) < +) = P(0{4)). 
xE0if; 
The conditions (5.1) and (5.2) have the advantage to be “pointwise” conditions. Sufficient 
conditions for these convergence properties are given in [31]. A more general and detailed 
discussion of sufficient conditions for (5.1) and (5.2) in different applications which contain the cases 
mentioned in the introduction will be the topic of a forthcoming paper. 
Finally we shall give sufficient conditions for the epi-upper semiconvergence. 
Theorem 5.3. 
(9 VxO E X Vc > 0: P co: inf limsup xczi,xo) fn(x, a) >fo. D(XO) + E 
n+a z< 
=a ( fn+yQD . > 
(ii) 
X 
,.f 0,D . 
> 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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Proof. (i) Let Kj be the closed ball with centre 0 and radius j and 
1 
n k,l,j := o: 3 x0 E X nKj with lim SUP inf fn(x,a) >fo, D(XO) + - . 
n-ice XEUlIkiXOl 
1 
Obviously fik,l,j C fik,l,j+l and 
u Qk,l,j = { 
1 
o~Q:Zlx~~Xwithlimsup inf fn(X,a) >fo,~(Xo) +- 
"+CC X.h/kj~cl~ 
1 
=:fik,l. 
jsN 
Furthermore, fi2k.l c nk,[+ 1 and 
Finally, Qk c fik+ I and 
U fik = (0 E a: 3x0 E X with EL*f,(*,w)(x,) >fO,D(xO)} =:oo. 
kcN 
We shall show that P(ak,,,j ) = 0 and can conclude that P(sZ,) = 0. 
Let k~ N, 1~ N, jEN befixedand 6:= 1/4k and considerafinitecover {U,{xr},...,U~{x~), 
XiEClDOmfo,DnKj, 7I= l,...,L} OfClDOmfo,D nKj. TO every Xi there is an ii E ~1 Ua{Xi} with 
Now SUppOSe that f3 E Qk,[,ja We consider an x0 E XnKj with 
lim sup inf 
n-t* X~~l/k/XOi 
fn(X,m) >fo, I + f. 
To x0 there is an iE {l,..., L} with x0 E UG{xi}, and we have 
limsup inf fn(x,a) >fO,D(%) + $. 
“--to0 XCU6{X1} 
This entails 
p(Qk,t,j) G i p 0: limsup inf fn(%QJ) >fO,D(2i) + 4 = 0. 
i=l 
n~cO 
.tEU6{3,) 
(ii) Let now (5.4) be fulfilled and consider a fixed E > 0 and K E Cp+ ‘. We put 6 := i E and choose 
a finite cover {U,{xl},...,Ud{xL}, xiEdDOmfo,DnPrK, i= l,...,L} of the compact set 
clDomfo, DnPrK. (DOmfO,D denotes the effective domain offo$) Then to every xI we select an 
iI E cl U6{xl} with 
fo,D@l) d inf fo,~W + 6. 
iEU~{X,) 
Now let n E N be fixed and o such that 
M,(m):= ((Epifo, D n[Xx W)\U,(Wf,(.,co)))nK Z8. 
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Consequently there is at least one pair (X”(U), y”(o)) E M,(o). Hence X”(U) belongs to a U6{xI), 
1 E {l,... , L}, and we have 
< inf fn(x,o) - 6. 
XE Ua{x/) 
Summarizing, to t: and K there is a 6 > 0 such that 
P{o: M,(o) # S} < ; P 
i 
co: = inf fn(x,69) >fo,D(2,) + 6 . 
I=1 XEU,(A,} 
This completes the proof. 0 
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